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About This Game

You built your spaceship out of Plasma Cannons, bulkheads, and a couple of Twin Thrusters. Just ahead there's a massive
enemy vessel bristling with MegaBoom Missiles. You want those missiles. You  need  those missiles. You dart forward and
maneuver deftly between the spinning RipSaw blades on the front of the enemy craft and blast away at the Command Core.
BOOM! It explodes leaving behind a haul of weapons and thrusters. Those MegaBoom Missiles are free for the taking. You

quickly attach them to the front of your own ship, making it much larger and more powerful...

Can you create the raddest spaceship? Captain Forever Remix is the spaceship builder roguelike. Voyage across the Solar
System and blast apart randomly-generated enemies for spare parts.

You better build a pretty tough ship, because you're gonna need it. Your little brother turned into a bubblegum mutant and is
being a total butthead. He froze the Sun, poked out Jupiter's eye, drank Neptune's oceans, and cracked Earth like an egg! Set off

across a messed-up Solar System to put a stop to the big jerkface once and for all!

Captain Forever Remix is an officially-licensed re-imagining of the indie classic Captain Forever.

Build your ship bit-by-bit

Protect your Command Core with bulkheads, weapons, & boosters to customize your ship. Every piece you add affects
movement, combat capabilities, and armor.

Plunder enemies for new parts
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Every enemy ship is randomly generated and presents a unique combat challenge. Go in guns blazing or pick them apart
carefully so that the leftover Ship Bits can be grafted to your ship!

Choose your tools

Obliterate your enemies with ScatterBlasters and MegaBoom Rockets or shred them to pieces with the RipSaw. Make the
fastest ship in the Solar System with Uniboosters and Twin Thrusters, protect it with Bubble Shields, Repair Bulkheads, and tons

more!

Captain Forever - Remixed

Experience all-new gameplay that wasn't in the original cult-hit Captain Forever. Collect rare Power Bulkheads to access special
abilities, unlock new starter kits, discover new Ship Bits, and avoid deadly traps laid by King Kevin!

A new look, a new universe

Remix features a completely new art style that draws inspiration from the 1990's heyday of amazing & weird cartoons. Tour a
Solar System in disarray as you set out to put a stop to the insane shenanigans of your mutant little brother & get payback!
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Do you like meticulously building up a ship over the course of 20 minutes just to have it blown
to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665not 10 seconds later? Love the same old guns and boring enemies over and over?
Enjoy not being able to develop your character before you have to completely start over?

This is the game for you.. If this looks at all interesting, get Reassembly instead.. It was on my wishlist for a while - I really liked
the colorful aesthetic and the promise of a shipbuilding kind of game.

Once I got it though, I felt like the ship controls were sluggish and imprecise, and the act of dragging pieces on to build felt slow
and frankly, rather unfun. The core concept feels solid but how it plays and controls is a far cry from what I was hoping for. The
act of interacting with it drags down the rest of the game to where it's not an enjoyable experience.. This game is an extremely
fun remake that i enjoy, not many people understand that there was once a 'Captain Forever'. I used to love that game, i played it
every weekend and couldn't wait to get home from school to play it. There are so many good things in this game from Custom
Ships to Randomly Generated enemies.

PRO'S
- Custom Ships
- Leveling system
- Ability to upgrade
- Money
- STILL IN EARLY ACCESS :D
- Even when you get absolutely destroyed, if you still have your core you have a chance.
- Varying areas that get more difficult as you progress, Slightly like The binding of isaac.

CON'S
- You can go from being an absolute boss in one second.

Thats all!
Probably worth more like $10, but if you have $15 and this is the deciding review, Buy it like hell!. Ignore the bad reviews, this
is a really great game. The controls are part of what makes the game fun. The people who are dogging it haven't played long
enough to realize that it gets easier as you upgrade your ship. If you catch this one on sale, it is a definite buy.. It's a Lego game,
in SPAAAAACCCEEEEE

Watch the game in action with my Let's Play

Pro:
_Looks great: The game has a colorful, Sunday cartoon style and it looks amazing! Very pleasant to look at. The ships and
weapons are fun to look at as well, especially considering the fact that you can build them yourself. The character portraits are
nice, as well. The whole game just very, very charming.
_Sounds great: The lasers all have the pew-pew sounds that somehow never manage to sound annoying even though you hear it
all the time. The music is deffinitely a highlight as well, it's quirky and fun and really fits the rest of the game's style.
_Is great: The game controls well with an Asteroid-like control scheme. Ships feels appropriately floaty while drifting in space
and fast while zooming around at full speed. A nice variety of weapons to tailor to different playstyle. The Lego-like ship
building system allows you to assemble, disassemble, and reassemble your ship at any given time. It's gratifying to salvage parts
from enemies to make your ship bigger. Also, very skill-intensive as you try to destroy the enemies without damaging their parts
too much (so you can claim those parts for yourself). It's can also be heart wracking to frantically replace destroyed parts of
your ship while under enemy fire. Did I mention the variety of things you can unlock overtime? Like new starter kits of ships
with different upgrades? It's great.

Cons:
_Can take a bit to get used to: While the game controls nice and tight, the Asteroid control scheme took me a minute or two to
get used to.
_Lacks a sandbox mode: As far as I know, there's no free-build mode here. It would be nice to just infinitely build the most
ridiculous ship in relative peace.
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Is it worth 15 bucks? Abso-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing-lutely, John. It's fun, deep, charming, and pretty. What else would
you want from a game?
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This game is great, all the rogue-likes with a little bit of fun added to it. If you remember the original "Captain Forever", the
story in this is very different, but that what makes it a "Remix". Instead of fear and intensity, we get rainbows and unicorns
instead. And that's a good thing.. I was looking for cheap and easy to run games for my laptop, so I bought this on sale
randomly. I didn't even know much about how it played, I was just looking for something cheap. Months later, I finally decided
to try it out when I was bored.

I was instantly hooked. It's so addictive. Even though there isn't a lot to offer, it's the kind of game you lose hours to, even just
from the basic kit. The extra kits add more depth and give you even more options to play with, which are all fun and interesting.
(EXCEPT FOR THE ROCKET KIT, SCREW THAT CRAP)

The best game I can compare it to is The Binding of Isaac. It's really fun, and if you're okay with quality over quanity, definitely
go for it!. This is really pretty fun and funny. Lot of bullet dodging, without a game controller, but otherwise, good quality
game. Good music, super graphical effects, and interesting gameplay idea. I just started playing, but I can tell the campaign is
going to be pretty nifty. I recommend watching a gameplay video for a couple minutes, because this game might be a bit too
slow for some. Otherwise, no problems on ubuntu linux 16.04 with radeon mesa drivers. Unity engine.

After a while of playing, I really don't know what to make of the game. The ship controls are awful clunky, and while I really
like the idea here, I am not sure that the gameplay matches the style. I also had trouble playing this on my laptop, as that video
resolution is oddly not supported.. Highly recommended if you're into games like Binding of Isaac and or Asteroids. Retro
feeling with a modern twist and fun setting. Graphics are nice and sleek and the game runs flawlessly. I love the on-the-go
customization, it is the bread and butter and there is a lot of content.
Can't wait for updates and possibly DLC! Would love to see more from this team.. tl;dr: nice idea, but the concepts aren't
working out.

The game needs a total redesign in:

1. how long ship parts are effective and reward a well built ship
2. the general game mode. It's done in under half an hour atm. Not OK! Think of Bosses and infinite Modes!

It's fun in general. Nice idea and some nice tries, but after a maximum of 5h this game is just plain boring. I get that it still is in
early access, but the general concept of this game wont make it work out any better. It's barely any fun replaying this game after
having seen every weapon once. There aren't many, and even if there were a lot more, they don't motivate to build any real ship.
Simple designs triumph rly badly over the more complex ones, since you have to rebuild your ship every minute and you don't
have a lot of time to do so. Even if u had, ur ship parts lose any value they had upon the next level.. This game is very fun and
somewhat addicting. Right before this game came out on steam I heard about it- A REMAKE OF THE OLD CAPTAIN
FOREVER BROWSER GAME! This caught my eye, as I played the original captain forever and I loved it. I got this game
when it came out and let me tell you this, it. Is. Hard. If you thought that the original was hard then wait until you play this! Sure
it is sort of cheap with a huge difficulty spike from orange to red but it is challenging, it wants to make you cry, and it makes
you want to play more. If you liked the browser game (which is free and you can try right now at captainforever.com) and you
want more, play this. BUT, do not expect this to be as easy as the original!. I'm really impressed with this 90s
spacelike\/roguelike game because it's a remix of captain forever, I personally think this is better than the original one, because
it has artwork, it's got space invaders effects and there are more parts than captain forever (Original Game) so yeah I do
recommend this game to people such as me and everybody else who likes top down space shooting games, I think this is
amazing well done to Dean Tate, Brian Chan and Pixelsaurus games!!. I find the gameplay and mechanics not very entertaining.

9 out of ten fights consist of endles circling and near misses for a minute or two (Both you and the AI are circling .. near miss ...
flyby ...a couple of shots hit the target ... rinse and repeat). This circling is very boring.

And sometimes you have an entertaining fight between equals and suddenly the enemy hits you and 90% of your ship explodes
and the fight is lost. This happens due to the many modifier blocks that add special abilities. But it feels just random and
unpredictable.

I was looking for a game with a good ship building aspect (like Reassembly). But the ship building is random due to the fact that
you have to collect your parts from the ships that you destroy. And in most instances those parts are badly damaged or
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completely destroyed in the attack.. Too nervous.

It takes too long to play in order to start getting pleasure from the game.
You can't control aim of your weapons with the mouse. I can live with it, i fly and destroy weak ships and simultaneously build
abomination-ship. In the end of the level I want rebuild, but I can't do it - 80 seconds is not enough to rearrange all parts,
becouse in mass they are almost broken. So I loose details and patience.. Captain forever remix is like its browser based
predesessor, however you get the ability to mod, and it adds a cute story into the mix. Just like the browser version, the game has
a sandbox mode where you can slowly progress, and you can save your previous ships. In this version, There are starter kits and
other features. Another huge difference is the story element. While it's not long, it adds alot of character to the game. The story
is simply a brother and sister, Rollplaying together, and you get to battle through levels of opponents as they throw banter back
and forth at eachother. Overall i would say that i do reccomed this game, and would give it a 8\/10 due to how unique it is and
the replayability to it.
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